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SAFETY COAL FEEDER



1.Dust-proof, explosion-proof load cell
A dust-proof, exposion-proof load cell is 
incorporated as the weighing sensor.
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CFC-2000
CONTROLLER

■FEATURES

1. User-friendly operation
The CFC-2000 does not require any analogue adjust-
ments. The zero and span settings can be adjusted
digitally. The adjusted values are calculated automat-
ically and can be stored in memory just by pressing 
a key.

2. Self-diagnosis
Self-diagnosis functions have been incorporated to
detect load cell errors, CPU errors, and other prob-
lems.

5. Error history memory
The time and duration of errors are recorded in a his-
tory log and can be displayed or reviewed.
This will help operators to figure out what caused the 
errors.

6. Volumetric operation switchover
The load cells and speed detectors are always moni-
tored.
The mode is automatically switched over to volumet-
ric operation, if and when an error occurs.

3. Multi-language support
In addition to English, CFC-2000 is capable of 
displaying Japanese, Korean (Hangul) and Chinese 
(simplified/traditional).

4. Various graph display functions
Measured values displayed continuously on a graph
To check the feed rate setting 
(SV), feed rate (PV), control 
output (MV), speed, and load 
factor values over the past five 
minutes on a graph.

Real-time graph display 
function
To display weighed values on 
a graph using up to 10 
elements, 20,000 samples, 
and a 10-ms minimum interval. 
The graph can be used for 
analyzing control 
characteristics and checking past weighing status 
information.

Zero-point memory weight graph display function
Changes in the zero point for each zero point 
adjustment, allows monitor the zero point changes 
resulting from load cell errors and sticking.
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